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mini quiz results

thrusters visible?
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Thrusters:

- How many thrusters are visible on Pigs in Space?
mini quiz results

thrusters visible?

![Bar chart showing the number of students who counted thrusters visible on pigs in space, with a peak at 2 thrusters.]
mini quiz results

vanishing points?

![Bar chart showing student responses to vanishing points question]

- 1: 5 students
- 2: 45 students
- 3: 5 students
- 4: 5 students
- infinity: 0 students
mini quiz results

vanishing points?

![Bar chart showing the results of a mini quiz on vanishing points. The x-axis represents the number of vanishing points (1, 2, 3, 4, and infinity), and the y-axis represents the number of students. The chart indicates that a majority of students chose 2 vanishing points.](image)
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tips for good gags?
human use analysis

Dexter Chew
human use analysis
Yi-tung Shen
human use analysis
what’s next?

Tuesday, March 1

concept sketches

Tuesday, March 15

Friday, March 18

critique
what’s next?

Tuesday, March 15

sketch models

Thursday, April 7
Test your concept sketch and team storyboard submission

Update the text that links to your concept sketch submission or team storyboard
(hit reset password the first time to set your login)